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The Murder of Roger Ackroyd is a work of detective fiction by British writer Agatha Christie, first published in
June 1926 in the United Kingdom by William Collins, Sons and in the United States by Dodd, Mead and
Company on 19 June 1926. It is the third novel to feature Hercule Poirot as the lead detective.. Poirot retires
to a village near the home of a friend he met in London, Roger Ackroyd ...
The Murder of Roger Ackroyd - Wikipedia
Murder in Mississippi is a 1990 television film which dramatized the last weeks of civil rights activists Michael
"Mickey" Schwerner, Andrew Goodman and James Chaney, and the events leading up to their
disappearance and subsequent murder during Freedom Summer in 1964. It starred Tom Hulce as
Schwerner, Jennifer Grey as his wife Rita, Blair Underwood as Chaney, and Josh Charles as Goodman.
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